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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This talk will present a practical implementation of the multilayered PBR material rendering system developed at Infinity Ward, ActivisionThe majority of this talk is focused on the multilayer framework setup, rather than the choice of underlying BRDF/BSDF/BTDF functions. However, it enables usage of any shading model for each individual layer.



Motivation



Opacity, Absorption, Scattering
Tinted glass

Cotton cloth
Paper
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are multiple materials that can be described using art oriented words such as: opaque, transparent, scattering, translucent.Often during production, all those terms become confusing, and their implementations require multiple ad-hoc models.Artists try to use existing models that are unable to support different materials related to transmission phenomenon, resulting in small, but visually significant differences.***There are multiple complex questions I would hear working with artists in PBR oriented pipelines:“How in a PBR world would I distinguish semi-opaque piece of cloth, from semi-opaque piece of glass”.Most often I would see glass that lacks color transmission, semi-opaque cloth that has too intense specular reflection, or glass that has too dim specular reflection.



Complex Materials
Lacquered Wood Galvanized metal, oil layer

Metallic paint
Frosted glass Lacquered wood
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same issues also happen as soon as artists want to simulate more complex materials that have a multilayer physical nature. Moreover, they are not often well understood by artists.Such materials are surprisingly common in our environments:PatinaFrosted glassMetals in machinery (galvanized, oxidized, covered in oily layer)Lacquered/varnished materials (lacquered wood)Metallic paints (car paint)Thin film (oily layers, coatings)



Production Oriented
Hair 

Shader

Dust 
Shader

Ice 
Shader

Sand 
Shader

Clear 
Coat 

Shader
Car Paint 
Shader

Flag 
Shader

Angular 
Falloff

Fuzz

Opacity

Transparency

Translucency

Scattering

Subsurface 
Scattering

Trans color

Flake 
Color

Unified Shading 
Model

Unified Material 
Parametrization 

Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our previous material system, we would develop ad-hoc shading models for each requested material type that could not be expressed with an existing model.This resulted in an increasingly complex setup that required more parameters with every added model, even though conceptually they could have been tied together.Eventually we ended up with over 20 specialized ‘features’ or ‘material models’ including:HairSnowIceSandClear coatCar paintAll those specialized options also required correct setup of blend modes, which were orthogonal to materials, so even in the end, if PBR setup for i.e. glass was correct, there was no guarantee that transparency handling in the engine, would not break PBR rules.We wanted to move towards a unified, engine aided system, that would allow artists to express all existing ‘material models’, while at the same time guaranteeing correctness throughout the pipeline, as well as possibility to auto-optimize shaders.



Generalized Material Model



• Surface
• Geometric structure at interface

• Macro
• Geometric structure inside material

• Micro
• Medium lighting model

Generalized Material Model
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conceptually we define our generalized material model in 3 domains:Surface – describes geometric structure at interface of materialMacro - describes geometric structure inside materialMicro – describes medium lighting model



• Material with complex macro properties
• Semi-opaque cloth

• View dependent
• Specular reflection remains 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our research on macro properties started with cloth / textiles.Cloth exhibits semi-opaque behavior.Depending on view angle and  density of material ( stretch ), perceived opaqueness changes.



Macrostructure

• Slice of cloth on macro level = tubes
• Density and length of tubes defines perceptual ‘opacity’

interface
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Majority of research in cloth is based on volumetric or geometric rendering [SCH12]There is not much work covering microfacet/surface level modelling of opacity of similar materials [ADA03]For purposes of our multilayer shading system we use our own model.We can conceptually model cloth (or any other semi-opaque material) as a set of tubes on macro level. Their length as well as density will define ‘opacity’



Physical Macrostructure

• Opacity is a function of view angle, density and thickness of tubes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following intuition we can easily see that tubes density will affect amount of light passing through material.The denser the tubes, the higher the chance of ray passing through.Same can be said about tube width.Thickness on the other hand limits the visibility due to higher chance of rays hitting the interior of the tube at an angle.Therefore we can define opacity as a function of view angle, density and thickness of tubes.



Ad-hoc Physically Based Opacity

• Groove shadowing defines angular change in opacity
• Inverse of Smith-Schlick Geometric Shadowing [HEI14]

• Macro groove layout implicitly given by density
• Macro groove amplitude given by material thickness

© courtesy of Eric Heiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We rely on ad-hoc model to simulate this tube behavior.Geometric shadowing theory deals with similar issues for micro-groove structure of materials.We are interested in finding how much light is unshadowed by the surface grooves. For our purposes we invert and adapt well researched Smith-Schlick Geometric Shadowing to our macro scale of effects.Density will implicitly define groove layout, whereas thickness will implicitly define groove amplitude.



Simple opacity alpha
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple opacity alpha incorrectly applies same level of ‘transparency’, thus making the material look extremely ‘thin’.



Simple opacity alpha
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This can be observed at material folds, that now look flat, and incorrect.



Geometric opacity: thin surface
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Applying physically based opacity model solves those perceptual issues making the surface immediately more dimensional perceptually.***Note : Stretch of material also changes the thickness and density. Our animation system supports tensions maps that can be fed into thickness of material thus correctly simulating opacity.



Geometric opacity: thick surface

float PhysicallyBased_GeometricOpacity( float NdotV, float alpha, float t ) // t - thickness

{

float x = NdotV;

float g = 1.0f - ( x / ( x * ( 1.0 - t ) + t ) ); // Smith-Schlick G

return lerp( alpha, 1.0f, g ); // base opacity lerp to ‘shadowed’. Counteracts opacity change due to mips

}
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further increase in material thickness leads to stronger angular opacity, while still keeping the material ‘see through’ at straight on angles, as artist intended.Our PhysicallyBased_GeometricOpacity function can only make the material more opaque ( thus not affecting art defined look ).Due to its view dependent nature, it also counteracts a typical mipmapping artifact where surfaces with varied alpha values tend to look ‘too transparent’ at angles, due to alpha averaging.



Generalized Macrostructure

• Material macro physical properties
• Density
• Thickness

• Opacity – derived from macro properties
• Probability of ray passing through material 

on macro level
• Affects whole BRDF (Diffuse & Specular)

• Macro level scattering & absorption
• Assumption - macro level does not 

influence micro level
• Future research [HEI16]
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on this research we build our generalized macrostructure model that relies on well defined, physical properties:>Density>ThicknessOpacity is therefore derived from physical properties.It defines probability of ray passing through material on macro level.A direct consequence of this, is that, opacity affects diffuse as well as specular lighting of the material.Note that scattering and absorption should also occur at macro level – however for simplicity, we assume that medium level scattering would outweigh macro level.



Generalized Macrostructure
• PCV

• Density = 1
• Thickness irrelevant

• Salt transition
• Density < 1
• Thickness relevant
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generalized macrostructure model is able to express multiple materials and their ‘blend’ from art perspective.At certain distance we can treat structural material parts (grains of salt) as a ‘material blend’In this case on the left we can see a piece of black plastic that is fully opaque and at density 1. Salt grains are sitting on top of plastic. At this distance we can treat them as ‘dense’ ( fully opaque at density = 1 ), as they are perceptually distinctive from bottom layer.On the right, we can see the same salt on plastic setup. However, at this distance those two materials start to perceptually blend. This is what an artist would call a ‘material blend’. We can trivially express it with our model by manipulating salt material density and/or thickness.



Generalized Macrostructure for Material Blending

• Density used for partial ‘material blend’ or ‘semi-opaque’ materials
• Heightfield as ‘thickness’ for height field blending [DRO10]

Mud to metal transition Wet to dry asphalt transition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both pictures show transitions of top materials changing density ( mud and water respectively ).Furthermore, additional details are added by using height maps for both top and bottom layers, to drive thickness of top layer.This allows residual mud in-between metal gratings, as well as, small pools of water in asphalt cracks.



Microstructure
• Colored Glass

• Density = 1
• Thickness - relevant
• Medium IOR - refraction
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Presentation Notes
Now with well defined macrostructure we can take a look at other troublesome materials.We focused on so called ‘transparent’ and ‘translucent’ materials.That includes glass, plastic, paper and others.Investigating colored glass immediately proves that macro model alone is not enough. Even though material is ‘dense’ it still allows to see-through.More optical phenomena occur – such as absorption and refraction.Based on optical theory we know, they are tied with medium IOR (thus medium micro density), material thickness, and medium absorption.



Microstructure
Thin Paper Solid Wood
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Investigating more materials shows a need to define medium scattering and transmission.



Microstructure
Thin Paper Solid Wood

BSDF

BTDF

BRDF

Specular

Diffuse

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aforementioned properties need to be defined on top of existing surface properties.All these properties and their interactions with light modelling are typically described by set of two functions:BSDF – responsible for surface lighting model and light transport into/past materialBTDF – responsible for ‘back’ surface/scatter lighting model



Microstructure
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• Material micro physical 
properties (medium)

• Absorption
• Scattering
• IOR
• Transmittance
• Other BRDF properties

• Conceptually similar to 
mix of volume and 
surface rendering 
[DUP16]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our generalized model, we follow ‘physical intuition’ behind microstructure and define following medium properties:absorption, scattering, IOR.This needs to be defined on top of existing, well researched, surface BRDF properties.We extend this model further by inclusion of transmittance that will allow smooth transition of our BRDF into a BTDF.Now we have a well defined subset of material Micro properties.Interestingly those properties overlap two theories for material rendering:VolumeSurfaceConceptually it makes our model similar to reasoning presented by [DUP16], where volumetric structures can represent surfaces. 



• Simple BSDF
• Transmittance defines amount of diffuse energy that will be transmitted past medium interface

BSDF

BTDF

Transmittance 1.0
Scattering 0.0

Transmittance 0.5
Scattering 0.0

BSDF

BTDF

Transmittance 0.0
Scattering 0.0

BSDF

BTDF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surface and Micro properties define simplified BSDF.You can see visualization of our transmittance model.Transmittance defines amount of diffuse energy that will be transmitted past medium interface.Therefore, the more transmissive the material is, the less diffuse light will be visible at first interface.



• Simple BTDF
• Surface roughness and medium scattering define ray scattering on material exit
• Medium absorption and ray length (macro thickness and ray angle) define ray absorption

• Beer-Lambert Law

Transmittance 1.0
Scattering 1.0

Transmittance 0.5
Scattering 0.5

BSDF

BTDF

BSDF

BTDF

Transmittance 0.5
Scattering 0.5 Absorption 0.5

BSDF

BTDF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Micro and macro properties define simplified BTDF model.Surface roughness and medium scattering define ray scattering on material exitRay absorption is controlled by medium absorption and length of ray of light, travelling inside the medium.Length of ray is a function of medium macro thickness as well as ray angle to the surface.Absorption is calculated according to Beer-Lambert law



Material Compiler



• Surface (structural)
• Normal
• Roughness

• Macro (structural)
• Density
• Thickness

• Micro (medium)
• Albedo
• Sheen
• Specular Color ( IOR derived [BUR15] )
• Anisotropy
• Transmittance
• Absorption color ( at distance [BUR15] )
• Scattering ( at distance ‘roughness’ units )

Art-Oriented Material Definition [BUR12]
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Together, with other well researched medium properties, we define our art-oriented material properties following Disney PBR model including recent extensions [BUR15]



Specular GGX

Material 
Compiler

Surface Properties

Micro Properties

Macro Properties

Building Blocks (Shader Code Blocks)

Anisotropic Specular GGX

Smith-Schlick GSmith-Schlick F

Disney DiffuseLambert Diffuse

Beer Absorption

Ambient Specular GGX

Others…

Optimized 
Material Shader

Optimized 
Render Setup 

(Passes, Blending)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Material Compiler generates the most optimal shader code as well as render setup for given art parameters.It can also be tuned to generate different permutations that support different renderer features, or different approximation for functions - thus allowing simple shader LOD generation.All building blocks are matched to each other in PBR sense w.r.t. normalization (or different versions for different permutations are provided).



Path-Based Material Evaluation

View Ray Data:
- rayAccumTransmittance
- rayAccumScatter
- rayIOR
- rayDirection
- rayPosition

Light Quantities:
- accumulatedSpecular
- accumulatedDiffuse

Evaluate Surface 
( BSDF )

Evaluate Medium 
( BTDF )

interface0

interface1

air

air

Scattering 
& Absorption

Diffuse & Specular

Evaluate Material 
exit interface

Volume Scattered 
Diffuse

Render Setup

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluation of a material is equivalent to generation of shader code.Our shading system evaluates a material in a conceptually similar manner to path tracing.Evaluation is started with ‘empty’ ray with rayDirection equal to viewDir and rayPosition equal to viewRay / surface intersection.A ray is updated during surface and medium accumulation. First system evaluates interface0.Light quantities split into Specular and Diffuse lighting are accumulated for each light.rayTransmittance is total transmittance calculated out of medium absorption and surface Fresnel.Additional light quantities can be expanded i.e. to emissiveLightingNext all medium related quantities get updated.Final interface is assumed to be between medium and air. We end evaluation by a final refraction calculation. Final interface BTDF is assumed to be implicit in Medium evaluation.�At the end, ray data and accumulated light quantities are passed to further rendering passes.***Volume Scattered Diffuse – uses one of our volumetric lighting components depending on material complexity, setup and performance target:Wrapped diffuseScreen Space Subsurface ScatterPrecomputed Subsurface ScatteringVolumetric scattering (using volumetric renderer [DRO17])



Blending



View Ray Entering the Medium

interface0

interface1

air

View Ray (at medium exit):
- rayAccumTransmittance
- rayAccumScatter
- rayPosition

Light quantities (in eye dir):
- accumulatedSpecular
- accumulatedDiffuse

scene

air

Eye

Light =specular +

diffuse * (1.0f – transmittance)+ 

Integral(scene(position), scattering)*          
transmittance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If view ray passes the medium, it needs to be correctly integrated with background.At final stage, of ray exit, we have access to ray data:Light quantities – store light reflected back to eyeAndRay parameters – store properties regarding visibility behind the materialWe use ray parameters to calculate integral of scattered rays hitting the scene behind the material.Calculated integral is blended according to our PBR transmittance model with light quantities.



Material Compiler Blend Setup

View Ray:
- rayAccumTransmittance
- rayAccumScatter
- rayPosition

Light Quantities:
- accumulatedSpecular
- accumulatedDiffuse

scatter > 0.0 ||
delta(position) 

!= 0.0

HW Blend
IsMono(absorption) 

&& 
IsMono(specular)

HW Dual 
Blend

Manual Blend 
SSRefraction

YES

YES

NO

NO

HW Blend Parameters:
- addColorRGB
- blendColorRGB
- transparencyRGB

Opaque
transmittance 

!= 0

NO

YES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately classic GPU alpha blend doesn’t allow correct blending by default.Therefore, Material Compiler works in pre-multiplied alpha and support more complex blending modes.Depending on input parameter assumptions from Ray and Light quantities, compiler picks a correct code path and render pass setup picking either:Opaque renderingHW blending ( only if specular and absorption is guaranteed to be monochromatic )Dual HW blending Manual screen space refraction blendingWe also detect a simplified case of monochromatic absorption and specular. In such case HW Blend (instead of dual blend) will be selected, resulting in up to 2x better render throughput on memory bandwidth limited platforms. Also calculating transmission output as monochrome instead of RGB can save shader registers and operations.



Blend Add with colored absorption
HW Blend

Blend Add RGB with colored absorption
HW Dual Blend

Correct specular
Incorrect transmission

Correct specular
Correct transmission
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using HW Dual blend ( or picking HW blend only if transmission and specular is monochromatic ) is crucial to correct material representation.



// Pre-Multiplied Alpha

#if USE_BLENDFUNC_BLEND_ADD_RGB

#define TRANS_TYPE float3

struct PixelOutput{ float3 color :SV_TARGET0;

float3 color1 :SV_TARGET1; };

#elif USE_BLENDFUNC_BLEND_ADD

#define TRANS_TYPE float

struct PixelOutput{ float4 color :SV_TARGET0; };

#endif

PixelOutput GetBlendingOutput( float3 blendColor, float3 addColor, 
TRANS_TYPE trans ) {

PixelOutput fragment = ( PixelOutput) 0;

float3 blend = blendColor;

float3 add = addColor;

#if USE_BLENDFUNC_BLEND_ADD_RGB

fragment.color1.rgb  = trans;

#elif USE_BLENDFUNC_BLEND_ADD

fragment.color.a = trans;

#endif

fragment.color.rgb = blend * trans + add;

return fragment; } 

HW Blend
BLEND_ADD

HW Dual Blend
BLEND_ADD_RGB

rgbOp rgbSrc rgbDst aOp aSrc aDst

ADD ONE INV_SRC_
ALPHA DISABLED ONE ZERO

rgbOp rgbSrc rgbDst aOp aSrc aDst

ADD ONE INV_SRC_
COLOR1 DISABLED ONE ZERO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HW Setup for each blend mode.



• rayScattering -> PDF [STA15]
• Calculate projected area of PDF

• Re-use IBL filtering math
• Re-use Glossy Screen Space Reflection math

• Pick depth pyramid mip
• Projected area at short distance (~1m)

• Importance sample depth (using PDF)
• Jittered/dithered
• Averaged depth

• Pre-filter backbuffer into pyramid
• PDF based importance sampling for each mip
• Re-use pre-filtered IBL processing [MAN16]

Manual Blend Screen Space Refraction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Implementation of PBR based Screen Space Refraction based on industry standard implementations of Screen Space Reflections



• Project ray in 2D by ray length to average 
depth hit point

• Pick backbuffer mip level to match 
projected area of PDF at average depth hit

• Sample backbuffer at 2D hit location at 
selected mip level

• Blend of light quantities and refracted, 
scattered background in shader

• Refraction resolves 
• View model opaque
• Scene opaque

© 2017 Activision Publishing, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Implementation of PBR based Screen Space Refraction based on industry standard implementations of Screen Space Reflections



Multilayered Materials



Surface Decomposition

dielectric

dielectric
Lacquered wood
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we have a well defined single material model, as well as, a way to render it in engine.For complex materials we resort to surface decomposition.We assume that each complex material can be decomposed into arbitrary amount of simple materials [WEI07] Lacquered wood can be decomposed into top, smooth, tinted lacquer layer and bottom, rough wood layer.



Surface Decomposition

dielectric

conductorMetallic paint
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metallica paint can be decomposed into top, smooth (wear & tear scratches), clear lacquer layer, and rough, metal bottom layer.



Surface Decomposition

dielectric

dielectric
Glazed carbon fiber
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Glazed carbon fiber can be decomposed into very smooth, slightly darkening, top plastic layer, and medium rough, detailed, carbon fiber bottom layer.



Glazed carbon fiber

Carbon fiber

Lacquered wood

Wood Metallic paint
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aforementioned materials, recreated with proposed model in-engine.You can clearly see differences between a single layer approach and multilayer.



Carbon fiber Glazed carbon fiber
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Glazed carbon fiberTinted glazed carbon fiber
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Multilayered Material Compilation



Path-Based Material Evaluation

View Ray Data:
- rayAccumTransmittance
- rayAccumScatter
- rayIOR
- rayDirection
- rayPosition

Light Quantities:
- accumulatedSpecular
- accumulatedDiffuse

interface0

air

air
Evaluate Material 

Exit If Last Interface Render Setup

Interface 1,2…n

last interface

Evaluate Material 0

Evaluate Material 
1,2…n

Evaluate Material n

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluation of multilayered material reuses material compiler.Multiple layers are compiled in order of TOP->BOTTOM.Each layer evaluation code will update temporary Light Quantities and View Ray Data.If Material Compiler gets to last material, it will evaluate material exit in similar manner as with single layer materials.***This reasoning is similar to presented in [WEI07] – albeit optimized for real-time shader generation.



Absorption
• Ray accumulates absorption for ‘view path’ during IBL stage

• Incoming IBL lighting re-uses accumulated ‘view path’ absorption 
(optimization)

• Pre-integrating integral is future research

IBL reflection / ambientIBL reflection / ambient



float3 DirectAbsorption( float NdotV, float NdotL, float3 alpha, float d )

{

float3 color;

float denom = max( NdotL * NdotV, 0.001f );

color = exp( -alpha * ( d * ( ( NdotL + NdotV ) / denom) ) );

return color;

}

Absorption
• Absorption of ‘light path’ is accumulated during direct lighting stage 

per light
• Combined with ‘view path’ absorption
• Beer-Lambert law [CHA15]

d - lightd - view



Scattering
• ‘View’/‘Light’ ‘path’ accumulates scattering as PDF width [KAR13]

• Interface roughness + medium scattering * macro thickness

• ‘View path’ scattering changes evaluated surface footprint
• BRDF anti-aliasing techniques provide a way

to evaluate larger footprint
of surface BRDF [HAN07][HIL12]

• Calculate projected area of scattering PDF
at thickness distance

• Calculate mip-map offset from area
• Offset base mip-map picked by hardware

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scattering accumulation along view/light path is an approximation that is similar to simple area lights [KAR13]In our approximation - scattering changes the ‘view path’ evaluated surface footprint.Our materials are authored to world scale.Calculate projected area of scattering PDF at thickness distanceRe-use IBL filtering mathRe-use Glossy SSR mathUse projected area to calculate mip-map offset vs. base mip-map picked by hardware.BRDF antialiasing takes care of the rest making sure that footprint is correctly preserved and evaluated.No support for back-/multi-scattering
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Presentation Notes
Test surface showing scattering, distortion and absorption.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Test surface showing scattering, distortion and absorption.Effects are angle dependent and simulate a geometrically complex surface.Rendered model is constructed out of 2 triangles per each wall.



Example material compiler auto-optimizations
Is input specular 

texture 
monochromatic?

Lower VGPR
Lower ALU

Use single channel 
transmission

Is transmission 
== 1.0?

Do not calculate 
diffuse

Is bottom layer 
very rough and 

non-metal?

Remove support for 
blurry refraction

Less render passes
Lower ALU

Is input albedo 
texture black?

Is thickness for 
top layer low?

Remove specular 
for bottom layer

Is scattering 
==  0.0?

Remove support for 
refraction between 

layers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Material compiler analyzes input data, including texture inputs, and runs several optimization queries for each material setup.In effect, several ‘shading features’ can me dropped or optimized out. This process is tested to be perceptually unnoticeable.Only Shader LODs are allowed to be visually different. In shader LOD case, higher LOD can blend to lower LOD internally.



Material optimizations
• Material Compiler auto-optimizations are crucial for performance

• Shader LOD

• Forward+ shader flow optimized for VGPRs
• [loop] for each light, [loop] for each layer

• Single world space position for rendering systems
• Reflection probes search and blending

• Multiple reflection probe samples with mipLevel[layerScatteringMip]
• Culled lights list lookup
• Tetrahedron grid global illumination lookup 
• Multiple reflection probe samples with mipLevel[layerScatteringMip]



Various Forward+ material shaders generated by material compiler

Material Fullscreen
render time (PS4 @1080p) VGPR Count Effective ALU ops

(with 1 light source)
Colored metal 1.51 ms 64 515

Thin film covered color metal 1.67 ms 64 543
Carbon fiber 1.24 ms 64 445

Naïve Glazed Carbon Fiber 3.30 ms 128 980
Optimized Glazed Carbon Fiber 2.12 ms 84 707

Double-layered Ice w/ scattering 2.06 ms 84 714
Glass HW Blend 2.07 ms 64 724

Glass HW Dual Blend 2.17 ms 64 741

Glass SS Refraction 2.35 ms
+ 0.3 ms fixed pass 64 813



Art Material Setup

Albedo Color: none (optimization)
Specular Color: non-metal
Transmittance: 1.0 (optimization)
Absorption:  0.98 0.89 0.83

Albedo Color : wood texture
Specular Color : non-metal
Transmittance : 0.0

Roughness: low

Roughness: high
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Presentation Notes
Multilayered, thickness varying ice with internal scattering
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Presentation Notes
Multilayer car paint, solar panels covered in polycarbonate and UV spectrum thin film (notice colored specular reflection off the solar panel roof)
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Presentation Notes
Space shuttle elements including multilayer coated golden thermal shields, and thin film UV protectant applied to bare metal.(Notice the colored specular reflection off the bare metal.)
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Presentation Notes
Semi-transparent, glossy rubber case for a gun.
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Presentation Notes
See-through plastic casing for shell loader on a weapon model. Mix of different multilayer materials.
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Multiple surfaces ranging from anisotropic metals covered in an oily layer, to frosted glass and rubber / plastic curtains.



Thin Film
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Soap bubbleHeat treated pipe with oily layer Chemically treated aluminum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiple objects are covered in a thin coat of substance that affect light at wavelength size.These can be due to:OilChemical reactions (galvanization)Optical coatingAnd many others.We call it thin film layer.



Thin Film Layer

[MAX14]

No thin film Layer Natural oily thin film layer

© courtesy of Next Limit [MAX14]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thin film layer can add a significant amount of realism to rendering



Thin film reflectance

• Thin film reflectance is a function of wavelength, incidence 
angle, thickness and layer IORs [HAA07]

• Very rough, but physically motivated approximation to thin 
film interference.  Driven with existing material definition.

• Run time application uses precomputed reflectance colors 
for D65 light [HAA07]

• Single modulated wavelength sampling
• Better approximations [BEL17]

d

n0

n2

Θ

Split is at wavelength
Illustration only

n1

λ

𝛿𝛿 = 4𝜋𝜋 cos 𝜃𝜃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝑛𝑛1 ∗ 𝑑𝑑/𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡,𝑗𝑗 = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡(𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 , 𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗 ,𝜃𝜃) 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡,𝑗𝑗 = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝(𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 , 𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗 ,𝜃𝜃)

𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 = ((𝑠𝑠0,1)2+(𝑠𝑠1,2)2 + 2 ∗ 𝑠𝑠0,1 ∗ 𝑠𝑠1,2 ∗ cos(𝛿𝛿))/(1 + 𝑠𝑠0,1 ∗ 𝑠𝑠1,2
2 + 2 ∗ 𝑠𝑠0,1 ∗ 𝑠𝑠1,2 ∗ cos(𝛿𝛿))

𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 = ((𝑝𝑝0,1)2+(𝑝𝑝1,2)2 + 2 ∗ 𝑝𝑝0,1 ∗ 𝑝𝑝1,2 ∗ cos(𝛿𝛿))/(1 + 𝑝𝑝0,1 ∗ 𝑝𝑝1,2
2 + 2 ∗ 𝑝𝑝0,1 ∗ 𝑝𝑝1,2 ∗ cos(𝛿𝛿))

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇 = (𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡+𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝)/2



Thin film approximation
• Thin film approximation allows for varying reflectance/IOR of 

the bottom layer
• IORs derived from specular reflectance for air/surface interface

• 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇 = ( ⁄𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇 − 𝑛𝑛0 𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇 + 𝑛𝑛0 )2

• Assume 
• n0 = 1.0 ( air )
• r1 = 0.04 ( dielectric with average specular reflectance )

• 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅,𝐺𝐺,𝐵𝐵 𝑑𝑑, cos 𝜃𝜃 , 𝐹𝐹1, 𝐹𝐹2 =  

∫ 𝐼𝐼𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝐼𝐼 𝜆𝜆 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅,𝐺𝐺,𝐵𝐵 𝜆𝜆 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇 𝜆𝜆, 𝑑𝑑, cos 𝜃𝜃 , 𝐹𝐹1, 𝐹𝐹2 d𝜆𝜆

• 2D texture lookup stores reflectance convolved as offset to 
(Schlick) Fresnel

• 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅,𝐺𝐺,𝐵𝐵 𝑑𝑑, cos 𝜃𝜃 , 𝐹𝐹1, 𝑘𝑘 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘(𝑘𝑘, cos 𝜃𝜃 )
• k – const correlation factor for r1 / r2

d

n0

n2

Θ

Split is at wavelength
Illustration only

n1

λ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our fit is an ad-hoc approximation matched to data of reference model



Thin film approximation rationale
• Plot of Fresnel for bottom surface 

and RGB reflectance vs cos(Θ) for 
fixed thickness, film IOR and 
bottom surface IOR

• When the bottom surface IOR is 
varied, the difference between 
the RGB curves and the Fresnel 
curve remains approximately 
proportional at non-glancing 
angles.



Thin film approximation
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡,𝑔𝑔,𝑏𝑏 d, cos 𝜃𝜃 , 𝐹𝐹1, 𝐹𝐹2 ≈

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘 𝐹𝐹2, cos 𝜃𝜃 + (𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡,𝑔𝑔,𝑏𝑏 𝑑𝑑, cos 𝜃𝜃 , 𝐹𝐹1,𝑘𝑘 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘, cos 𝜃𝜃 ) ∗ �𝑃𝑃(𝐹𝐹2, 𝐹𝐹3)

• �𝑃𝑃 was chosen by observing difference between thin film reflectance and bottom surface reflectance at 

cos 𝜃𝜃 = 1.

• Let 𝑃𝑃 𝐹𝐹𝑟, 𝐹𝐹𝑟 = sup
∀𝜆𝜆,𝑡𝑡

( 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇 𝜆𝜆,𝑑𝑑, 0, 𝐹𝐹1, 𝐹𝐹2 − 𝐹𝐹2 ).  ThinFilm reflectance is periodic for 𝑡𝑡
𝜆𝜆

, so this is easy to 

compute.

• Choose k such that P(r1,k) is maximized and normalize �𝑃𝑃 𝐹𝐹1, 𝐹𝐹2 = 𝑃𝑃(𝐹𝐹1, 𝐹𝐹2)/𝑃𝑃(𝐹𝐹1,𝑘𝑘)

• For our chosen value of 𝐹𝐹1, �𝑃𝑃 ends up being roughly parabolic with max at 𝑘𝑘 ≈ 0.5.  Accuracy was not a huge 

concern for this feature, so we simplified things even further and set �𝑃𝑃 𝐹𝐹1, 𝐹𝐹2 = 4 ∗ 𝐹𝐹2 ∗ (1 − 𝐹𝐹2)



float3 ApplyThinFilm( float3 fresnel, float NdotL, float2 thicknessAndIntensity, float3 specSample ){

float3 lutSample = thinFilmLUT.SampleLevel( linear, float2( thicknessAndIntensity.x, NdotL ), 0 ).rgb - 0.5f;

float3 intensity = thicknessAndIntensity.y * 4.0f * ( specSample * ( 1.0f - specSample ) );

return saturate( lutSample * intensity + fresnel );}

float3 PhysicallyBased_GetPrimaryFresnelWithSpecColor( SurfaceAttributes surfaceAttributes, float dotH ){

float3 primaryFresnel = SchlickPrimaryFresnel( abs( dotH ), surfaceAttributes.specColor );

return = ApplyThinFilm( primaryFresnel, abs( dotH ), surfaceAttributes.thinFilmThicknessAndIntensity, 
surfaceAttributes.specColor ); }

© 2017 Activision Publishing, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Runtime application is very performant – just skew Fresnel used for IBL or direct lightingUsed on multiple objects in the world.Only applied to top material layer.



Default r1 Air LUT

Custom Methane LUT

• Art controls
• Intensity texture
• Thickness texture
• Min / max thickness range
• Custom LUT

© 2017 Activision Publishing, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Art department used custom LUTs to generate not-well researched materials. In this case, it is an artist rendering of a methane ocean on Titan.



Thin film layer

© 2017 Activision Publishing, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Different thickness ranges used on helmet visor materials



© 2017 Activision Publishing, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Different thickness ranges used on helmet visor materials



© 2017 Activision Publishing, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentation of multiple in-engine materials achievable with presented model.



Future Research
• Multi-scattering [HEI16]
• Scattering between surfaces [DUP16]
• Approximating complex BRDFs with multilayer Material Compiler

• TRT hair shading
• Path based shading/lighting models

• Getting closer to movie industry material shaders and quality [HER17]
• Not far away in terms of feature set
• “Pixar’s Foundation for Materials: PxrSurface and PxrMarschnerHair”



Rendering Presentations 2017

• EGSR
• Ambient Dice Michal Iwanicki

• Siggraph
• Indirect Lighting in COD: Infinite Warfare Michal Iwanicki
• Dynamic Temporal Supersampling and Anti-Aliasing Jorge Jimenez
• Improved Culling for Tiled and Clustered Rendering Michal Drobot
• Practical Multilayered PBR rendering Michal Drobot

• Microsoft XFest 2017
• Optimizing the Renderer of Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare Michal Drobot 

research.activision.com
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